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SUMMARY
The investigationwhich forms the subJectof this reportOriginated
with the conceptthat the variouatypesof ln8tabllitysometimesen-
counteredin the motionof a flyingbo~t on the water at high apeedaand
high trim angles,particularlyupper-limitporpolalngand nklpplng,might
have the samebaaic sourceand thereforebe EIuaceptibleof Investigation
by the same te6t procedure.
A methodla deecrlbedfor carryingout generalizedexperimental
atudleaof the longitudinaldynamicatabllltyof flylng-boat-hullmodels.
Predetermineddlsturhancesof the motionat con~tnntBpeedare Introduced
at an initialinstantof time, simulatingd16turbanceawhich might occur
in actuallandlngor $ake-offmmeuvers, ~nd the effectson the subsequent
motionare recordedgraphically. Directcompar160n6betweendifferent
models,on a quantitativeba616,are thu6 providedfOr.
Data on three relatednodels~re presented,which coverwtde varia-
tions of lnltlaldlsturbanceewlthlna llmltedrangeof equilibriumcondi-
tions of motion. Althoughnot extensiveenough to ,Ju6tlfyOWeeplngcon-
clusions,thesed~ta 6how:
1. That Inltlal dlsturbancee wI1l brln~ out unetablecharacterlstice
in a model, within regionscons16tentin extentwith thosede-
fined‘Inepeclalte6tnfor pftrtlcularchnracterletlceuch’ae
the IIupperllmit,decreasingtrim”
2. That the magnitudesof the initialdlsturbanceaare more important
in this connbctlonthan their character,even when theircharao-
ter 16 60 alteredth~t In one ca6e the model la deeperin the
wster at the Inltlnlln6tnntof time, while in anothercaee it
Le cle~lrout of the wtiter- 60 thet it nUet then land
3. That,wltk.inbOund6,Increasingthe magnltudenof the Initialdis-
turbancestends to cau6eprogresalvelywider trim range8of ln-
stf]bllltyIn a givenmodel. Beyondcertainmore or leas well
definedbounds,however,Increaelngthe m&&nltudesof the dis-
turbancesseems to have almostno effect
It 16 concluded that the method couldbe used, If deelred,for the
6tudyof normal serviceknfilngsas such, thoughno pnrtlculareffortto do
this was made In the present Instance.
. ., . ,..— . . ., .. . .
The main the61s, that upper-limit porpolslng and skipping have the
same b861c source,IS not definitelyproved. The work 16 believed,however,
to contributeto the growingbody of clrcumstbntlalevidenceIn eupportof
It, an?ltheredoes not appear to be pressingneed for attemptinga rlgoroue
proof at this time. The matter IS thoughtto have been reducedfrom prac-
tical to academicImportance.
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INTRODUCTION
The need for Improved’landlng and take-off characteristics of flying-
boat hulls has been accentuated in recent years because of progressive in-
creases of eize, gross weight, and get-away 8peed.
The region of high speeds and hl&h trim angles is a particularly im-
portant one In connection with these maneuvers, and especially BO in view
of the various types of longitudinal dynamic instability peculiar to this
region. These instabilities are always undesirable and have sometimes
reached catastrophic proportions; they are known by such names as
(a) High-angle orupper-llmlt, porpolslng, associated with the “upper
limit, increasing trlmH or the ‘~prlmaryupper limit,” which
will originate at constant ”speedson the water less than the
landing o?$take--offspeed
(b) High-angle “hysteresis” porpoising, associated w~th the upper
limit, decreasing trim or the ‘secondary upper limlt,fiwhich
is an extension o!’the basic high-angle type of porpolsing
into regions of lower trim angle
(c) sklm~ng, Which 1S recognized as being connected with the actual
process of making oh breaking contact with the water in either
landing or take-off (llJumplltake-off), though somewhat more ~
prominently associated with landing, and which tosses the fly-
ing boat into the alr at speeds below flying speed, and
(d) Bouncing, which Is apparently more or less similar to skipping
but Is as yet not very accurately defined
The last two type6 of longitudinal dynamic instability can occur at
low trim angles as well as at high trim angles. In this reporz, however,
only trim angles above ~“ were investigated. See diagram facing page 9.
It has been recognized for some time that all of these are manifesta-
tions, in one way or another, of hydrodynamic instability: although they
involve periodic oscillatory motions, they do not depend for their occur-
rence upon the presence of any external system of perlodlc disturbing
forces - such, for instance, as might be provided by waves on the water
surface. Nor does it require much stretch of the imagination to conceive
the possibility of their being directly related to each other, and attrib-
utable Jointly to the Influence of common initiating clrcumsta.nces. It was
this possibility which first suggested the present Investigation.
In extending the thought It was argued that if, at an Inltlal instant
in time, a “flyingboat found Itself in a given sltuatibn with respect to
the water surface, representing either or both of the following: (1) g\ven
differences of attitude (in heave or trim) from the equilibrium attitude,
and/or (2) given states of secondary motion (vertical or angular), then a
given behavior might be expected to follow, regardles8 of the train of
events which brought about the given situation.
If this could be shown to be the case, It obviously would constitute
a considerable simplification, both in fact and in the designers mind,
since any change of design which helped with respect to any one type of
instability oould be counted on to help with respect to the other types.
Furthermore, It waa reasoned that the relative merits of different designs
oould then be evaluated from the point of view of all the types of insta-
bility at once, by a single series of tests oonducted under prescribed
“---equilibriumconditions of speed, load, trlmO and moment, and involving sys-
tematic initial disturbances from the equilibrium conditions. Such a pro-
cedure, If successful, would avoid the uncertainties inherent In attempts
to interpret the results of ~ctual landings and take-offs, and would aub-
stltute strictly comparable quantitative data.
TO proceed along the8e llnes it obviously would be necessary (1) to
devise a suitable test method, and (2) to establish-its reliability by
comparing its indications with the best informationavailable from other
eourcea, In several teat caeea.
This report deals primarily with the development of a test method.
It bears upon the second requirement by presenting and discussing teets on
three models differing only in the height of the main etep, a design fea-
ture which has come to be recognized from both model and full-scale expe-
rience as having an important lnfluenee on stability In landing and take-
off. The tests do not cover a wide range of equlllbrlun conditions, since
It was oonsldered preferable at the start to emphasize breadth in the
ranges of Inltlal dlsturbanoes covered rather than breadth In the equilib-
rium oondltlons; the test indications are, however, consistent with othar
information on the effect of step height.
The investigation,oonduoted at the Experimental Towing Tank, Stevens
Institute of Technology, was sponsored by and conducted with the financial
aasietance of the National Advleory Committee for AeronautIce.
,.. . .... . .
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For the present Investigation,the apparatus regularly employed at
the Experimental Towing Tank for studies of dynamic stability, and de-
acrlbed in reference 1, wae provided with two auxiliary devices:
1. A clamping bar, by means of which the model could be clamped at
predetermined attltudea In trim and In elevation of the oenter
of gravity prior to starting a test run, and then be releaeed
after being brought up to constant speed, and
2. A spring, by meane of which the model could be given, when de-
eired, an initial downward thrust upon being released from
above the water ~urfaoe
These additions to the apparatus are shown in figures 1 and 2.
Details of”the usual test procedure employed with the baeio apparatuE
(without the additione) are given in reference 1. It has been found in a
particular instance that determination of the upper limit, increasing
trim, and of the lower limit, by this procedure,are in good agreement
with correepondlng determinatlone at the NACA tank for the 8ame flylng-
boat design. This case 1s shown In figure 3, which glvee data from both
tanke for the parent deelgn ueed h the present Inveetlgatlon. (The NACA
data used Id preparing thla part’oular ckart are from unpublished informa-
tion.)
The clamping bar referred to in item (1) was developed when it be-
came clear that the usual procedure did not define the upper limit, de-
creasing trim. Its purpose was to Introduce initial disturbances of the
sort employed here, with the thought that these might be the means of
bringing out hysteresis porpoislng and the upper limit, decreasing trim.
Preltmlnary tests with this end In view, described In an unpublished
report, were promising. The present investigation 18, In a sen8e, an
extension of the earlier work but rests upon a somewhat broader back-
ground.
The spring was developed for the present investigation,as a means
of Inparting higher downward velocities to the model than could be ob-
tained by dropping the model from the maximum height available within
the limitations imposed by the design of the rail and towing carriage
of the tank.
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GENERAL PROCEDURE
In prlnclple? dlaturb~nce6 from an equilibrium aonditlon occurring at
an initial instant of time t = O might be of four different types:
1. Ah, a difference of heave, or elevation of the oenter of gravity,
with respect to the equilibrium value
2. AT, a Cllrferenceof trim, with respect to the equilibrium value
3. dh/dt = W,
4. d~/dt = q,
It seems clear
unnece88ary to deal
a vertlaal veloql.tyof the center of gravity
an angular velocity about the center of gravity
enough, however, that In planning model tests It is
with all four types of initial disturbance. Referring
to the following sketch:
assuming that at some hypothetical point
A
(1) of release of the model (2) it is desired
\
that all four types of disturbance have
Points of ~---- (a)
1
finite valuee, then It may be supposed
release h that there Is some other point of release(1) where, for ln8tance, dh/dt and/! dl/dt are zero, and Ah and AT can be
Equilibrium at;itude given values which alone will produce thedesired valuea of the four types of dlB-
turbanoe when the model paBses, after re-
fi lease, through the point (2). It follows
from this reasoning that the effects of an:~
possible combination of the four types of
disturbance can be duplicated by taking
any two of the types equal to zero and assigning appropriate values to
the otner two - which means, in effect, that two of the types can be dis-
regarded, protrldedsufficiently wide ranges of values and combinations of
the other two are covered. This point of view was adopted in laying out
the tests in the present Instanoe.
Other things being equal, It would have been desirable to select two -
types of disturbance and use them for all the tests. This could not be
donej for the reason that tests were desired both with the model in the
water at the instant of release and with the model above the water surface
at the Instant of release. For these two kinds of tests, the logical
ChOlC86 appeared to be
1. Ah and Al, when the model was in the water
,2. dh/dt and AT, when the model was above the water surface, both
values to be measured at an arbitrary elevation of the center
. of gravity, preferably close to the elevation at which contact
wae notiklly established between the model and the water
I
6The
the
the
shift from Ah
fact that Ah
water surface.
to dh/dt In
ceases to have
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the eecond kind of test was dictated by
definite meaning when the model 1s above
In practice,
kind of test. For
Ah and Al proved entirely aatiefactory for”the first
the second kind of test, however, it proved cumbersome
to uee dh/dt, which had to be derived from the test data and was not.
therefore, an-independent variable like Ah. Hence, the potential ene&y
at releaee, in exce6s of the potential energy at the arbitrary elevation
of the oenter of gravity mentioned above, was substituted. Also, for
convenlenoe, A7 was defined in the second kind of test by the point of
release rather than by the arbitrary elevation of the center of gravity.
The excess potential energy at release from a position above the
water surface 18 evidently
A P.E. =
kH2
uH+~
where
W=gross weight
H=vertlcal distance dropped through from point of release to arbitrary
height of the center of gravity, used as reference (roughly the
distance from keel to free water surface)
k= constant (force per unit stretoh) of the epring used to impart Initial
downward thrust (k = O when the spring 1s not used)
This potential energy difference Is related to the kinetic energy at the
arbitrary height of the center of gravity used as reference, and hence to
the value of dh/dt at this height, but the relationship is not direct
because energy is lost in forcing the hydrofoil downward, and the amount
of the lost energy depends upon the angle of attack of the hydrofoil. Use
of the potential energy at release avoided the necessity of calculating
the lost energy in each test and thus simplified “thework.
TEST PROCEDURE
test
used
Except for the use of the clamping bar and the spring, the detailed
procedures followed during this investigation were the same as those
in making the porpoising tests discussed in reference 1.
Runs were made at two steady speeds near get-away with various values
of applied moments selected to produce equilibrium trim angles extending
from well below, to somewhat above, the trim for the primary upper limit
of stability as determined in earlier tests.
At each combination of speed Mm applled moment, an initial run was
made without using the clamping bar or spring, in order to determine the
equilibrium trim, using heavy pitch damping when necessary to avoid por-
poising.
Tests were then made with normal damping, in which the model was
released successively from a number of attitudes differing from the equi-
librium attitude, and corresponding to prescribed initial disturbance.
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The tests were divided into tWo grouPe,,one group In whloh the model
was releatiedin the water, the other, in whioh the model waa releaaed from
above the water aurfaoe. When the model was released In the water, the
olamptng bar alone was used. When the model wae released above the water
surfaoe, the spring was used in addition to the bar whenever It was de-
eired to Impart an additional downward thrust.
The behavior of the model after the inOtant of releaae was reoordecl
in each teat on a smoked-glass slide by a soriber mounted on the model,
6 inches above the center of gravity at zero trim. On eaoh reoord were
marked, for reference:
(a) A Vertical llne and a horizontal line oorreepondlng, respec-
“ti.vely,to zero trim and zero heave at atatlo floatatlon
(b) Two lines lndioating the oombinatlons of heave and trim of
the model at which either.the forebody or the afterbody
would touoh the water. These lines provided references to ,
determine, after the test, how the model had made contaot
with the water and whether it subsequently left the water
if porpoislng occurred.
MODELS
Te8ta were made on three related models. The parent of the family
was llodelNo. 339-1,,which is a l/30-scale model of the XPB2X-1, with a
step height of 5 percer,tof the beam. The other two models, Nos.
339-27 and 339-26, were modiflcatione ’ofthe parent model, to provide
step heights of 1 and 9 percent of the beam, respectively. The changes
of step height were accomplished by rotating the afterbody about the
interaeotlon of the afterbody keel and the eternpoat. Thus, the stern-
post angle was held constant when the step height wag changed.
Body plans of the parent model are shown in figure 4.
The particulars, specifications and aerodynamic oharacteristloa
used for all three models were those of the parent XPB2M-1 flying boat,
reduoed to the model scale of 1/30 (except, of course, for the differ-
ence in step heights). They are shown on page 21.
.,.. -, . . . ,,, ...
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LOCATION OF EQUILIBRIUM TEST CONDITIONS
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TEST RANGES
Equilibrium Te6t Conditions
.,. .
,, ,..
The diagram on the facing page shows the location of the equilibrium
test condltlona. aa lieted below. with remeet to the take-off trim track,
the free-to-tri~ track, the ordlfiary
the cage of the parent model.
SDeeds: The tests were made at
Starts in the water
stablilty linits, and so forth, In
two speeds,
Speed in feet per second 21.1$3 x
clJ 5.57 x
5tarts above the water surface
Speed in feet per second 21.18 23.53
Cv 5*57 6.19
Tests with starts In the water were omitted at the higher speed when It
became evident from the tests at the lower speed, which were run first,
that both types of test were unnecessary (see discussion on p. 15).
.
Moments: The moments used at the respective test speeds (for both
kinds of starts, when made) were
(Speed) 21.lg 22s53
Nominal moment = M50 Inch-pounds -5.00
-3.75
-2.50 — -2.50
-1.25 — -1.25
o— 0
+1.25
corresponding to equilibrium trim angles of the parent model of
Equilibrium trim angle, degrees
7.6°
7.b0
-------. . . -
...
.7..1° — 6.5°.,. ..-.
6.6° — 6.1°
4.2° — 5.5°
3.5°
10
The ~nomimalN moment, as used throughout this
NAGA ~ No. 4H3i
report, is defined as the
moment measured at an arbitrary trim angle of 5°. In general, it differs
slightly from the actual moment oocurring at the equilibrium trim an@e.
The signe refer to hydrodynamic moments; a negative hydrodynamic moment
tends to depress the bow and requires a nosing-up moment applied by the
elevators to produoe equilibrium.
Rangee of Disturbances
A. Start8 in the Water
At each combination of speed and moment covered (one speed in thie
case), tests were made with oombinatlons of initial disturb-
ance, ae defined by
1. Ah, a dlrference of heave or elevation of the center of
gravity with respect to the equilibrium value, ranging
from +0.3 to -0.3 Inch.in intervals of 0.1 Inch
2. A?, a difference of trim with respect to the equilibrium
value, ranging from +g.Oo to -6.oo in intervals of 20
B. S“Eartsabove the Water surface
At each combination of speed and moment covered (both speede in
this case) tests were made with combinations of initial dis-
turbances, aa defined by
1. A P.E., an exce88 of potential energy at the Instant of
release, with respect to the potential energy at an
arbitrary height at the center of gravity cloee to
that at which contact was normally made. Three values
of A P.E., ligted below, were BOleCted to give’ap-
proximately the indicated values of dh/dt, the ver-
tical velocity of the center of gravity at the arbi-
trary height, and the indicated values of the gllde-
path angle.
A P.E. Glide path
@@l (t%l$!c) (deg)
0.3 0.7 2
.6 1.4 4
.9 2.1 6
The values of A P.E. are those actually ueed. The val-
ues of dh/dt and of the gllde-path angle are approx-
imations, covering roughly the whole range of the =-
perlmentso The glide-path angle6 are 6een to cover
reasonably well condltione likely to be encountered
even in VIOhilt fU1l-SCale landlng6.
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RESULTS
11
~e. teet rewlta are..eummarizedin.tablea I to VI and show, reapec-
tlvely,
Table Model
&?&l
}
1 1 percent step (No: 339-27’) {
21.18
II 23.53
}
III 5 percent step (No. 339-1)
‘{
21.18
IV 23.53
}v:
9 percent step (No. 339-26) {
21.18
23.53
Each of these tables shows, in separate boxes, the results obtained
with each of the several values of moment used. Each box shows all the
condltlong covered with the moment in question, including starts both In
the water and above the water surface. The result shown is in each case
the worst obtained in a series of repeat test runs.
Figure 5 1s an enlarged view of one of the boxes in table 111, which
shows the actual graphical records of the motion for the tests In point;
its purpose is to give a visual Impregslon of the tabulations and to
Illustrate the basis on which the interpretationof the data was made.
The interpretation is Illustrated in greater detail by the graphical
records on figure 6 for certain of the tests shown In table 1, especially
selected to bring out the characterleticsof the four types of motion
which were fairly readily recognizable throughout the whole range of the
investigation, and which were adopted as criteria In preparing the sum-
mary tables. It happens that all the tests selected for this chart were
made with starts above the water surface, but this is incidental and has
no particular eigniflcance; for present purposes the point Is simply that
all the teate were made with lnltial disturbances. The four types of
motion are:
s- Stable. The model proceeds from the attitude of relea6e to the
equilibrium attitude”ln a reasonably orderly manner, some-
times overshooting the mark but returning quietly.
D - Damped UDper-Lim~t PorpoisinR. The model proceeds in a very
disorderly manner, passing through one or more irregular por-
poislng cycles, and then steadying at the equllibriiunatti-
tude. In cases where there 18 more tha-none cycle, succeed-
ing wcles may or maY not duplicate each other.
P- Self-SustalninRUDper-Limit Peruolslng. The model proceeds as
before, but entera very quickly a regime of self-suatalnlng
‘.’X. ~~orpoising with conslatently uniform auccesslve cycles, and
would apparehtlya”co’ritlri”de‘ltiderlnttelyin the same way.
Sometlmea the first 1 or 2 cycles are a little larger than
the othera.
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B - Incipient Lower-Limit PorpoLsing. The model pa6Bt?8 through a
partial cycle of-w~ct has the appearance of ordinary lower-
limit-type porpoislng, and is then flung into the air. Upon
reentering the water, any of the three preceding types of
motion may occur, though stable motion is the most probable.
This type of motion u~ually occurred following etarta above
the water surface, with low trim angles at contaot.
DISCUSSION
Determination of Secondary Upper Limit
The summary tables, I to VI, together with data for certain inter-
mediate test oondltions not shown thereon, provide a means of detemnin-
ing the seoondary upper limits within the narrow speed range covered by
the tests. If the aeoondary upper limit is defined as the trim angle
below whioh self-sustainingupper-limit porpolsing (Indicatedby ‘Pn)
failed to ooour under the most extreme combinations of initial disturb-
ances considered in the investigation,with starts either in or above the
water, the seoondary upper limit for the parent model 1s found to be at
about
T = Go for the lower test speed, 21.lg feet per seoond
T = @o for the higher test speed, 23.53 feet Per second
These values are compared In the chart on figure 7 with values of the
upper limit, decreaalng trim of unpublished NACA Information for the same
de8ign. This chart 18 In the same nondlmenelonalform as figure 3, and
the same mean curves are shown on both charts for the primary upper limit
of stability and the lower limit of atabillty. The NACA teste covered
five gross loads and varloug 8peed6.
It will be seen that the secondary upper limit, as defined in the
foregoing paragraph, and the upper limit, decreasing trim, as defined by
the NACA, are in reasonablygood agreement. This is important, because
It indicates that the two limits are in fact much the same thing or, con-
versely, that a single, definable limit can be determined by two quite
different methods.
Figure S provides additional, though somewhat less direct, evidence
along the same lines. It shows the secondary upper limits determined from
the summary tables in the same way. ror all three modele of the series.
It will be-
limit, and
increasing
determined
seen that Increasing the step height raises the secondary upper
this is consistent with the evidence In references 2 and 3 that
the step height raises the upper limit, decreasing trim, as
by the NACA.
13
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Magnitudes of Initial Dlaturbanoea
The summary tables, I to VI, show clearly that progressivelygreater
initial di6turbanoee am required to Induoe self-sustainingporpoising
when the nosing-up moment,”and”hence’the equilibrium trim, ie progree-
sively reduced below tht correspondingto the primary upper limit. Thus
it might eaaily have been supposed, in advance, that aufflclentlylarge
initial disturbancesmight induce self-suetalningporpoising at equilib-
rium trim angles below the upper limit, decreasing trim; detetiined by
the NACA. This possibility cannot be said to have been completely ruled
out, of couree, for the,slmple reason tha’tthe initial disturbances
covered by the present investigationmay not have been eurrlclentlyex-
treme. On the otherh nd,
f
thedisturbances ar,ebelieved to have been at
least ae great as any ikely to be encountered in actual landing or take-
Orr maneuvers, even under very rough conditions, and there is nothing in
the summary charts to suggest that larger dlsturbancegwould have altered
the pioture appreciably.
In effect, the NACA procedure may be said to use an already-
eetablishedporpolsing motion to Inttiduce disturbance; whereas the pro-
cedure under conalderatlonuses Inltlal dleturbanaea of predetermined
magnitudes. Evidently an eetabllshedporpo161ng motion Ie as efreotlve
Insofar as rlx’lngthe poeitlon of the secondary upper limit is conoerned,
as are the largeet of the Initial disturbanceshere considered.
From the point of view of design, the fact that progreeelvelygreater
initial disturbances are required to.produce self-6ustainlngporpoising,
as the equilibrium trim angle progresses downwardly from the primary to
the secondaryupper limit, 1s probably of less Importance than the fact
that the whole region between the two limits is one of Inherent insta-
bility. Nevertheless, the progn”sslon in the necessary magnitude of th6
initial disturbances alters the likelihood of porpoising within the
region - the more violent the disturbance the more likely the porpolslng -
and this appears to have practicaleignlflcance, as wI1l be eeen presently.
Also, it implies a certain sensltlveness,which was, in fact, evident in
carrying out the tests. For Instance, a few rippled on the water surface
seemed sufr~cient In a number of cases to start porpolslng whloh would
not occur with the same inttlal dlsturbancea In glassy Oalm water. Con-
siderable care should be taken in the actual conduct of the te8ts to
el~mlnate, as far as possible, irregularitiesin the results attributable
to this sort Of thing.
l
Types of Initial Dlstu’rbance
The preceding section refers to magnitudes of initial disturbance
without dlfferentlatlngas to their types. QuestIons naturally arise
regarding the re,lativeInfluence of the different types; whether it 1s
easier, ror instance, to Induce porpoislng In teste started in the water
by disturbances In heave Ah than by disturbances in trim AT, or vice
versa. The available InforniationdQes not permit precise answers to suck
questions. But the questions are probably of secondary Importance In any
case, for it appears to be the magn~tude rather than the type of the dis-
tur$an,c:t&m.3count.,6most $~avllY. :
.,
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Starte in the Water and above the Water Surface
An over-all view of the relative Influences of aifferent type6 of
initial disturbances, along somewhat broader and more directly useful
lines, 18 afforded by comparing the resulte for etart6 In the water and
above the water surface.
Dlrecticomparison IS difficult from the summary tables of test re-
sults; there are no almple meana of croe.s-referenoeby which equivalent
initial disturbances oan be readily visualized for the two kinds of test,
becauee of the dlfferlng deflnitlona of the initial d18turbancea neces-
sarily used. For this reason, an over-all comparison on a statistical
basis has been resorted to in the bar chart. (See fig. 9.)
The upper half of this chart refere to starts in the water, and the
lower half to starts above the water surface. Each bar representfithe
results of all the teats made under the stated conditions, including
those listed in the summary tables and all repeat tests (a total of some
60 tests in each case), and shows the relatlve frequency of occurrence
of the four types of motion described on page 12. The three models, and
the various equilibrium conditions covered by the investigation,are
shown separately. The chart is naturally limited to the lower of the two
test 6peedS, where both kinds of test were carried out.
The chart confirms the Indicationsalready referred to that porpols-
ing is more likely “withhigher equilibrium-trimangles and that increase
of etep height is beneficial. But its Importancefor the purpose in hand
is the evidence it presents that approximately the same frqquencles of
occurrence can be expected, under otherwise identical conditions, regard-
less of whether the model 1s started In or above the water. Bnre directly
above or below each other on the chart are strikingly similar in all
cases, and it la obvlou8 that e6eentlally the same conclusion would be
drawn on the basi8 of either kind of test.
The actual percentages shown by the chart for each of the four types
of motion would be expected, from the point of view of earner discussion,
to depend to some extent upon the distributionof the teste represented
according to the magnitudes of the Initial disturbances used. This die-
trlbutlonwas, however, fairly uniform in all cases.
Evidently, then, even euch large distinctions in the types of initial
distfirbancesas those correspondingto the deflnitione used for starts in
and above the water, respectively,have little influence on the resulting ,
behavior.
Landing
The bar chart (fig. 9) gives forceful evidenoe that the main faotar
in~luenclng the behavior of a given model after relea6e la the equillbriunl-
trim-ahgle setting, and not the character of the initial disturbances or
even the distinction of whether the model was released in the water or
above the water mm?face.
The Implication is clear that there is nothing in landing, per 8e,
which basically alters matters. It may well be that In actual praotlce
the landing maneuver Is especially likely to Involve large disturbances
from an equilibrium attitude but, if so, this seems to be its only unique
feature.
All the tests here reported, in which the model was releaaed from
above the water surface, represent theoretically possible landings. Most
of them, however, represent much more extreme landl.ngsthan are at all
probable under service conditions. If the definition be adopted that a
“normal” service landing is one in which
(a) A fixed elevator eettlng Is maintained throughout
(b) The glide-path angle is reasonably small, and constant for
an appreciable time Interval prior to contact (that is,
there is no vertical acceleration just prior to contact), and
(c) The~n.~c;o angular velocity or acceleration Just prior to
then the IIinitialdisturbancesltwhich can occur are restricted to much
smaller magnitudes than were embraced in the present series of tests.
.DIAGRAMMATIC SKETGI-I TO ILLUSTRATE
POSSIBLE TRIM TRACKS AFTER LANDING
.4 ICONTACT
—SPEED C:gFPICIEtW, Cv_
o 3.5 4.0 I 5.0 5.5 6.0
I I I I I I I I I
Q
12
I
13 14 Is 16 I17 I16 19 20 23 24 t5 26 27 28 29
MODEL SPEED, F;.’ PER S;.
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In a normal landing, as defined In the foregoing paragraph, contact
with the water evidently may be established at any combination of speed,
trim, and glide-path angle which provides equilibrium between the gross
load and the lift, with the further restriction that the glide-path angle
shall be reasonably small. The dia,gramon the facing page shows possible
combinations of speed and trim for several glide-path angles, in a typical
case, and Indicates the region In which normal landlngs will occur if 30
i6 taken as about the maximum glide-path angle which, with any justice,
can be referred to as ‘Reasonably small.” The two upper limits are shown
also, and the region between them is shaded to indicate the greater like-
lihood of porpolsing as the primary upper limit is approached from below.
It should be emphasized that it Is proper to think or the region between
the two upper limits as defining the range In trim angle w~thin which
upper-limit porpolslng can occur, for when the primary upper limit is
approached from above, the trim angle has to be lowered to very nearly
the value corresponding to the primary upper limit before the forebody
touches the water and upper-limit porpolslng becomes poesible.
The probable progression of events In normal landings with fixed
elevators can be tcaced on a diagram of this sort.* Referring to the
diagram:
Landlng (l). Contact Is made with 0° gllde-path angle, hence
with no appreciable shock or Ilinitialdisturbance,lland at the zero-
moment trim for water operation. Instability following contact is
very likely to develop, hoyever, because the trim path during de-
celeration crosees the entire region of instability relatlvelv
slowly, giving time for porpolsing to develop.
Landing (2) Contact is made with 0° glide-path angle as be-
fore, but at a t~im angle considerablygreater than the zero-moment
trim, and In a region of stability. The afterbody makes contact
first, and the trim ie reduced very rapidly after contact. Sta-
bility is perhaps better assured here than In Landing (l), because
the region of worst in8tabllity is crossed more quickly, leaving
lees time for porpolslng to develop.
\
Landin~ (3). Contact Is made with a 3° glide-path angle, and
hence with a considerable shock or Initial disturbance. But the
trim angle at contact is low and In a region of stability, so that
the initial disturbance cannot easily initiate porpolsing, and the
trim path during deceleration may never enter the region between the
limits where porpoising is likely to occur. Stability Is thus
reasonablywell assured.
lA diagram along the same general lines was suggested by Mr. Ernest
S+ol)fi
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Other examples could be cited. The underlying concept, however, is
illustrated by these three: namelv, that it 16 not landing as such, or
even necessarily the shocks (or disturbances) incident to landing, whioh
determine the subsequent behpvior, but rather
~. The upper-limit porpoi8in& char8cteri8tlc6a8 8 w~loh), a8
determmed in teeta at constant speed,
2. The position of the equilibriumtrim track in relation to the
region of Instability,and
3. Possibly the time factor involved In the speed and trim changes
which occur after contaot is first established.
This concept leads naturally to the point of view that upper-limit
po.rpoi8ingand skippipg have the same origin and are, In fact, much the
same thing, the distinction in terminologyprobably being accounted for
by the dlfferlng circumstances under which they have been observed. The
term “upper-limitporpolslngtihae come to be associated with steady
s?eed8 on the water, often well below possible landing speed6; the term
ll~kipp~ngllhas come to be associatedwith the aCtUal landing maneuver.
If the speeds are high and the water-borne loads are small, the hull usu-
ally will leave the water for some part of each cycle of motion during
ordinary upper-limit porpo181ng. But there is no particular reason for
associating the leaving of the water with upper-limit porpoislng in gen-
eral, becauae It does not occur at lower speed8 with heavier loads. In
landing, however,’the combinationof high speeds and light loads Is the
u~ual one and the leaving of the water Is therefore usual, and naturally
associated with It. There would be nothing inconsistent with existing
evidence In the statement that skipping is upper-llm~t porpolsing In which
the hull leaves the water during a Fart of each cycle, and In reality this
Is the most obvious feature of the motion. The tendency for the CYCIIL!
motion to involve changes of heave primarily and changes of tr~m only
secondarily has often been commented on In connection with both upper-
llmlt porpolslng and skipping.
The point of view discussed in th6 foregoing paragraph appears to be
entirely con81stant with”the views expreseed “byParkinson in reference ~,
which has been published since the present investigation was undertaken.
Reference 4 relates directly to eklpplng aa encountered In the cour8e of
normal landings of models In the NACA tank, but In Its explanation of the
physical mechanism which is responsible,skipping and upper-limitpor-
poislng are clearly linked together. A generally similar explanationwas,
in fact, attempted in reference ~ but, in that case, In connectionwith
upper-limitporpolslng as such. As Parkln60n puts It, the explanation
hinges upon the fact that when the trim angle is high enough to make the
afterbody keel roughly horizontal, the free flow of air to the space be-
hind the step may be cut off, with the result that entrainmentof the
trapped air by the water flowing aft from the forebody bottom causes a
powerful suction. This depresses the hull, producing excess forebody lift
which, In turn, lifts the hull and breaks the suction. Evidently the same
train of events might occur whether the hull previously had been In the
air, or on the water surface at a lower trim angle.
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The more extreme landings in the present series of tests were pro-
duced by disregarding the restrictionsimposed by the definitions for
normal landings on page’15. In these landings, the model was released
frdm above the water surface.bothat a lower speed (21.lg ft/see) and with
larger initial disturbances than were”co’neldered”llkely to Ocour in Prac-.
tlce. This was done purposely,
hand.
to exaggeratemattere for the purpo8e In
The use of relatively large nosing-up applied moments in the tests,
corresponding to more extreme up-elevator settings than would be likely
to be needed in normal landj.ngs,may be thought of as falling Into the
came category of exaggeration. This I.Spartially true, but a high nosing-
UP applied moment also may be thought of as simulating In some measure
the comb~natton of a normal elevator moment with an aftward shift of the
center of gravity. The tests suggest, therefore, that shifts of the
oenter of gravity probably have little or no direct effect on landing
stabtllty, but Influence It mainly through their effect on the normal
trim tracks.
No emphasis was placed on reproducingnormal landlngs in the present
Investigation. It will be seen, however, that apart from the fact that
no provision waa made for controlled deceleration of the model during the
course of a test run, the teat method could be employed to simulate many
aapecta of normal landlngs, if this were desired. The choice of euitable
combinationsof speeds and gllde-path angles would be the principal re-
quirement.
4
CONCLUDIN(3REMARKS
The tests reported lndlcate
1. That tnltlal dlsturba.nces,with respect to the equ~l~brium at-
titude at eteady speed, wI1l cause porpolelng of the upper-limit type
In the region between primary upper limit and a definable Becondary upper
limit which agrees well, In the case investigated,with the upper limit,
decreasing trim, defined at the NACA tank.
z. That progreaslvely larger disturbances are required to lnltlate
porpolsing as the equlllbrlum trim angle is progresalvely lowered within
this region, although, when the secondary upper limit Is reached, further
increases of Inltlal disturbance have practically no effect.
It IS suggested that skipping at high trim angles and upper-limit
porpoising are physically one and the same, and that the skipping tend-
ency In normal landings is governed to a large extent by the range il.
trim angle between the primary and secondary upper limits (upper limit,
increasing trim, and upper limit, decreasing trim, respectively).
Experimental Towing Tank,
Stevens Inatltute of Technology
Hoboken, N. J., May.lg, 19+.
. . .,,
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PARTICUJARS AND SPECIFICATIONS(Notial) Full nize
NavyDesignation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar~inModelNo..,.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
... . MartinDrawingNo. ...’.... . ..... . . . ......
XPB2M-1
..R2T07t3 .
Steve~aUodelNo. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .
Sdale. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
162
2;0
~.o
S.1
Beam at main step, in. . . . .. . . .
lAngl. b0t8f*anfo~body keelandbflee.line,“’”dig”: :
Ali1. botwaenafterbodykeelan~&Se line,deg . .
fHe @t of main.otep.a’tkeeil,in.
Centerof gravityforwafiof mainlt;p”“,”“
. . .
(26.5Spercent M.h.C,), in.
Center of,gravity above base l’in~,”i;.”1 I 1 ; 1’; d%
UO,ooo
?.89
Groes weight, A, lb . . . . . .
bad c~dff+cient, CA (Bea uaterj : : : “: : : : :“:
ilomentof inertiaIn pitoh,slug-fts 1.366x loo
lb-in.a. 1“I ; ; ; ; ~ 6.32gx 100 260
Vingepan,ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wingarea,S, sq?t ,
~eanaerodynamicohord:~..~.~i:”~n:“ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1
Aspectratio(geonetrlo). . .. . . . . . . . .
Horizontaltailarea,.sqrt . . . . . .,.”. . . .
Elevator aroa,8qft. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distance, cgnter of gravity to 5 peroentN.A.C.
I,ft . ..l.; .horlzontdtail (tail,length
Thrust line, above beae litieat main step,
Thruet line,
.
inclined upward to baae line, deg .
.
.
.
.
200
36g3
249
lo.g7
::!;2
6.30
lo;g7
0’.565
0.160
.
.
63.6
230.3
5.5
2.12
7.6g
5l5
.
.
.
~atioB.Full-Ei ze
Model
5.477
3.OX,
9.0 x
27.0x
E$l.ox
2b3.ox
1010a
,.s
104
106
. .
. .
. .
. .
. ..
. .
..,.
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
(relative to baoe line, flap’s,30~) 1.5&5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...”. 6.95Va
cLatT= 5C!
Lat 1=5°
~C~d~ .
dL/d7(dZ;di),
dLldn(dZ/dW),
1.5&35
7.72X 10-3V’
0.104.5
“0.509 x 10-~ v
o.5og x 10-=v
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1045
lb/fleg. . . . . ....’.. . . . . . 0.456+
lb-sec/ft (~$) . . . . . . . . . 0.k5gv
dcmcG/daBL = dc~.lcG@7 (-.). . . . . . . . . . . . o;0150
~c~d? (d!4<d6),lbft/deg(av.). . . . . . . .,. 1..365‘va
8d~/dq,lb r% sec\r~dian. . . . . ~ . - “ “ “ - “ “ go20x vd~/dw,lb.qec(av.). , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7d.3xv
+
dl!d ft\radian. , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .d?ldw’ 102.5
.
—/
.a~dq.*Qi~~en~th,llrafil~n.,”;.:-?’.~’”-~.
A1.1/dk ,~,4:.4,,..1.61.
tit-awayapeed,fps. . 130
tit-~wayCL.. . . . . : : : : : ;: : : :;: : : l.ggo
Get-awayT, deg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.g ~
aAlltriman@esneaeuredrelativetothebaseline$bCOnGrlbUtlOnofhorizontaltnilsurfaoeonly.
0.0150
5.05x 10-’+
9.90X 10-0v
2.90x 10-3 v
3.41
.,.- 1.61
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$lARTS ASOVE WATER
STARTS IN WATER SURFAGE
a – Chmrlzafrm Zqull.nuT6, in.
Ij 4.0 I
& .6.0
2 *4.0 I 6.2 P 6.!2 P 6.IP
6.5P 6.8P 6.IP
6.7 P 6.6P 6.7 P
.-—
- .6P
.-l P
(NOMINAL)
M50S-5.00
,.lb .
Oa I 0.8 0.9
- !.s9lm.
J6m saui~ -T* dog.
M5.=-3.75
i h .-0.3 4.2 4.1 0 I +0.1
l Charup rra Zquil.
3 -8.0 1 I ‘ “0”” *“” wI
--- ...
~ .-.. 52P r4.3. ,--
. 6.0 -am .A- “R. m
5., . I I I . . . I--P 6.2P
a
. ..- F3:. .“ =.{l- =. g2.0 6.5P 6.01- -.” r
11‘
I 1
~ o 5.6P 4s P 5.6P I &eP 1
l 5 .0 6.o P 6.OP s.?- I =-- I I
i ;
.0 5.5P 5.5* 2.7, -
.0 I I 1
. . --r 1
. PI S-2P I i IEEl!l
. -...
4SP ‘A*1P . P
$BP %%P 3.9P
3.mP %.*P %!!P
1
SAP ;9P 6DP
&6zP 6“ P 4.7P
h. “*1 - L9a in. Yom -1.1 4cg .
if
4 .s I -0.2 -0.1 I l I 00.1 I .0.2 I .0. s
.
am lip rr-zwil. =-, in.
M.8.0: . 5XP
. .6.0 4.9P
; .4.0 6.7 P saw 54P
&f .2.0 4.3P $.OP 5.OP
a o
-8. 4SP 6.3P SZP 4.1P 4.8P
,.,,. M50=-2.50
I I I J
‘ &73P ‘.”s bP,..-. - ., -...,---- ,--. , -.. -,---- 4.OP “&D %Pi .f.o 5.0P 5.6P 5.4P 5.0 D 6.00 4.5 D 4.6D b60D “63D &sPg l2 .0 6.DP 3.4D 4.OP 4DD sOD 6.00 ,.*5.OP ‘;.00 %rn6Pg o 5.3P 3.5D 5.OD s 4.5 D 420 2.7 D l..15.4P ‘;00 .M
; -2.0 5~D +.9D 5.50 4.7D 5.4D 5.8D 5.OD
rg 4.01 5.5DI S I6.OO I 5.OD I S401 2.ID I 3.2D
: 4.0 I { 5.2D I I I@H!!!?
h - Leo i“ . M5.= 04()
,Mil Js.luil-4.sdeg. ~qui~ -ia.lB.
.
~g -0.s 4.2 -0.1 0 I +0.1 I .0.2 .0.3 0.3 0.6 I 0.0
.
.
Chmge frcm Equil.Ham. in.
$ l8.0 6.OP s s
1-
5.3P 8.022 7.50
. l6 .0 s s s s 5.8D 6.23D
; *4.0 5.7 p s s s s s s
E .2.0 s s s s s s s
g o 5.5P s s s s 1.4P s<
.2.0 s s s s s 6.o D s
3 d.; s s s s 5.40 55P 5.40
2
u -6.o
TEST RESULTS
TABLE I
STEP HEIGHT = 1.0% b
MODEL 339.27
2.33 IN. FWD. OF STEP
C.G. = 4.89 IN. ABOVE B.L.
SPEED 21.18 F17SEC.
----- -
> = SlAt2Lt
O = OAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P = SELF-SUSTAINING
UPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
B = INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
NOTES. FIGURES wHICH PRECEDE “
THESE LETTERS INDICATE
THE MAGNITUOE OF THE
TRIM SWEEP IN OEGREES.
FIWRES IN PARENTHESES
INOICATE ACTUAL TRIM
AT WHICH HULL FIRST
MADE CONTACT WITH
wATER.
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STARTS ABOVE WATER
STARTS IN WATER SURFACE
(NOMINAL) TEST RESULTS.
. a.- in. 3 ~uil.7.3 deg. ..,s.in,lb, MV=-2.50
. -3.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 .0.2 +0. s
‘ ‘“T’ ““li!iiii “
0.s 0.6 0.9 TABLE II,. $
Chmga from Equil.Hmm’e,in. “AP.E:; lb. ft. ,---
; l8.0 STEP HEIGHT = 1.0% btf. .6.0
~“ +4 .0 “s “s MODEL 339-27
~ +2.0 4*5P %?3P
g -o .4.3 P 5.OP 2.33 IN. FWD. OF STEP
e .2.0 L .W. ~6 P %zP C.G. =
0 -4.0
Y
, ..0) 4.09 IN. ABOVE B.L.
4.3P l.8P %SP
g -6.0 *4.7 P SPEED 23.53 FT./SEC.
h . 1.98 in.Uil J.quil
M“ =-1.25
-6.ndeg. ~1= -lIT*in.Ih. 5*
.
.$ -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 lo .2 .0.3 I [ 0.3 I 0.6 0.9
h - 1.90 in. Ytwuil ~ .L1 -s.5d.g.
.
%quil = -OJ5~n
-0.s -0.2
3
-0.1 0 .0.1 .0.2 .0.3
Changefrc!mBqui1. Home, in.
$ .8.0
.. +6.0
: .4.0
8 +2.0
IJ o
~
l -2.0
! ;
.0
.0 Eiiii!
0.3 0.6 0.9
bP.E.. lb. 2%.
,,3
s “ s
0’ S 2:ID
L .W. ‘ s ‘“’S
<..7
s
s ~ ,;A3D
= s “;9D :,%.1
L .W. ‘s !5
I 1 ! I
h . 1.65 in.1
Ms.= +1.25
. &5i”.lb.
.
-0.sg
ChangaI%om Equil.Hm~w, in.
>.-
-Ii +8.0 . . ~.
2t- +6.0
~“+4.0
~ +2 .0
g o
k .2.0
4.0
j ~,.o
S = STABLE
Ei!i!!i
0.s 0.6 0.9
A P.’Z.,lb. 2t.
.
a s ‘“S” 5.7D
s ~D 3.70
“ss ””%
. ..
s ““ s 2.00
%.oD ‘s~fi
.. . ... ..
3.2D 11.3El 13.5S
1 1 1 1
Q = DAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P = SELF -SUSTAINING
UPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
B = INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
L.W.= LEAVES WATER
NOTES: FIGURES WHICH PRECEDE
THESE LETTERS INDICATE
THE MAGNITUDE OF THE
TRIM SWEE~ IN DEGREES.
FIGURES IN PARENTHESES
INDICATE ACTUAL TRIM
AT WHICH HULL FIRST
MADE CONTACT WITH
WATER.
24 STARTS ABOVE WATER
STARTS IN WATER SURFACE
(NOMl NAL)
= 2.14 in. 3 ~~~ -7.6dog.
c&==’i’.l,. Mb”= -5.00km. -0.s -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 +0.2 .0.8
3 Chmgo from Equll.Hem6, in.
j +8.0
2 +6.9
~ +4.0
~ +2.0 5.2P 5.3P
g o 5.0P s s 5.OP
t .2.0 5.3P 5.OP 5.2P
a 4.0
1’
. -6“o
h -2.06 in.
Ui1 39. “il -7.4deg. %quil
.
. -woim.,b. Ms.= -3.75
=U -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 I +0.1 I .0.2 .0.3 [ 0.s ! 0.8 0.9
.“
Chnngefrum Equil.I?enw.in.
E?
; “8.0 \4.oP 14.5P I 4.8P I 4.OF’ I
. +6.o 5.2P 5.5P I5.OP 14.6P
=!-6.0[ 1! 1! 111
h . 2.02 in. 3~ .ll -7.1 de~. Ms.=-2.50Lil %+. i1. -1.92ir.lb.
~- !5iliil~ 4.o 5.2P 4.6P 4.2D :~oD 4.9P +-- 4.2P
‘“ k
421P l%!
~.sD 5.6P 5.GP , 4.3P ‘“3. 31
~~z.o 14.SP 14.5P ~ 2.50 [ S 5.20 5.9P / .S 1P
II0
~ : 5.4P 4.00 s
* -2.0 6.0P s 3.OD
! “ ‘ ‘:’ 4’PPI I@l%lj
.0 5.1P 4.6P 52P 4.5P 4.6 P 4.6P 5,3P
. –. ,,
- -.. ” 1 I 1 I 1 ( I I 1 =.”” , ,5
lv15.= — 1. co6! . 1.9.9 in. 3..”,1 - 6.6 deg. % . -026in.lb.
.
-0.s 4.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 .0.2 lO.3
% I 0.s
I 0.6 0.9
~
changefrm Equil.Hea-, in.
i +8.0 s 5.+D s
:
5.4P 3.7P
- .6.0 s s s 5.OD 7.2D
~ .4.0 s s s s s
$ +2.0 s s s s s
s “s s s
! .:.O
5.G 9
2.8D 5.OD
e 4.0
1 – — 2 L ~ ~
4.5 P ; 5.2p
o -6.0
h Ms.= 0.0
.
;U. -0.3 0.s 0.6 0.0
Changefrcm Equll.Heave,in.
i
~ +8.0 Sls s 7.3 D 8.40
c-
. +6.0 Sls s 5 0.0 D
; *4.0 s :s s s 7.0 D
~ .2.0
~ o
S!s s s s
S]s. s s st
~-2.0 s
g -4.0
!s s s s
Sls s s s
- -6.0 El!z!
A P.B., lb. ft.
u.1 14.1s s “05C.,) [,-1s s “-
ls 6.)s s l’s
.*
s s “%
..S)
s ‘* s “7.oD
4BB ‘%7 B “~.zB
“azs ‘ii 313 ~~~
,- -,. .*.
12.55 14P2B 13.5B
NACA ARR No. 4~.31
TEST RESULH .
TABLE IE
STEP HEIGHT =5.0% b
MODEL 339- I
SPEED 21.18 FT/SEC.
THESE RESULTS PRESCNTED
ft3RAPHICALLY IN FIG.S
/
S= STABLE
D = DAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P = SELF-SUSTAINING
UPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
B = INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
NOTES: FIGURES WHICH PRECEDE
THESE LETTERS INDICATE
THE MAGNITIJDE OF THE
TRIM SWEEP IN DEGREES.
FIGURES IN PARENTHESES
INDICATE ACTUAL TRIM
AT WHICH HULL FIRST
MADE CONTACT WITH
WATER.
lJACA ARR I?o. 4H31 STARTS ASOVE WATER
STARTS IN WATER SURFACE
(NOMINAL)
h .2..9sin.+1 s .6.6 dog. b.~ .- 2.011”. ]
. 4.s -0.2 I +0,1 +0.2 .0.s
s Clmngo from 12quil.H6mm, In.
9“*a.o ..- 11..,1 I I 1. I
2 , J1- l6.O
:“+4.0
s 1+2.0 1’
,0 Ms.= -2.50
a
0.s 0.6 0.9
A P.E., lb. R.
=PEl
, ,
Ad,. I I I I I
he .2.02 in,il 3- ~il -6.1dog.
Ms.= -1.25
.
? -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 I lo.2 .0.s 1 I 0.3 0.6 0.9
.
Changerrom Equil.iieare,in.
;
2 +8.0.
.6.0
,4
2 “4.0
~ .2.0
q
z o
: -2.0
~ -4.0
~
0 -6.0
P%-F--l
I I I 1
h . 1.95 5“. 3 M~o=O.Oequil ~ .il -5.5deg. %quil - -aim. lb.
: -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 .0.1 +0.2 .0.3I I 0.3 0.6 0.9w
Changafr.nnEquil.Heave,in.
~ +8.0
.+6.0
~ .4.0
~ .2.0
g o
~
* -2.0
J “
.0
-6.0
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TEST RESULTS
TABLE IQ
STEP HEIGHT =5.0% b
MOOEL 339- I
C.G.=
2.33 IN.FWII. OF STEP
4.89 IN. ABOVE B.L.
SPEED 23.53 F’T/SEC.
S = STABLE
D q DAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P =SELF-SUSTAINING
UPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
B = INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
L.W.=LEAVES WATER
NOTES: FIGURES WHICH PRECEOE
THESE LETTERS INDICATE
THE MAGNITUDE OF THE
TRIM SWEEP IN DEGREES.
FIGuRES IN PARENTHESES
INDICATE ACTUAL TRIM
h - 1.T6 in.1 3 .a”~~
M~.=+1.25 AT WHICH HULL FIRST
-3.5 dog. ko~ -.*Mila.lb.
.
-0.3
MADE CONTACT WITH
4.2 -0.1 0 .0.1 .0.2 +0.3
$
wATER.
Chmga from Equll.H*an, in.
i ‘6“0
k +6.0
* ,.
“+4.02
& +2.0
: -;.0
m -4.0
i -6.0
26
STARTS IN WATER
STARTS ABOVE WATER
SURFACE
.2.14 in. \qUil --3.05in.lb. ‘S” = -3.75
‘eauil Y.quiI -7.4deg.
..4P
,
k
-1
u.”- -----
C)P 3.9P j 2.5P “3.9F
: --- 3P 4.8P l’.oPK-.o F ~.-,
Q 6.0 4.9P “7,0P ‘Xop
D F’:].aul
.2.13 in, M,. = -2.50
. hoclull Y .7.1 j.g.owl] Uw “,] .-151i..lb,
&
-0.3 -0.21 -0.1 .0 .0.1 .0.2; .0.3
“ ‘ H
0.3 O.c 0.9
changefrom Equil.llomu,in. AP.E., lb. R.
.
2 .8.0 4.4P 4.8 D 3.&T; 4,5 D
‘.*
~
5.5 r?
. .6.0 4.5 P 4.5 P 5.8D 1 6.0; 4.ID ‘4.5P ‘4.5D
~ +4.0 3.5P 4.2 P 2.80 3.5Q z.9D! S (“*’S ‘5.5P ‘:%0
s .2.0 5.OP 4.5D s 3.5D sis cl2.5D ‘%!5P %?D
g o 3.lc2 s s “s s s 3.0D %OD ‘“’.s
: -2.0 .s 3.3 D 2.3D 3.00 s s
6.
4.5D ‘*”’S ‘:,OD
1?‘ -
.0 3.2D 3.5D 3-5 D 3.313 3.3D 4.2 D “= s COD YI:OB
—
-6.0 *5.OD ‘%’.0D i~o~
MS.=-1.25h .-u 1“.lb.
.
*2
changerrcm tquil.Hoam, in.
i .8.0 s s s 5 S]S2
r- l6.0 s s s s Sls
~ +4.0 s s s s s S!s
g +2.0 s ~ 5 s s
g ‘o 5 s ; s s s :.
k .2.0 5 s s s S:s s0
i’
4.0 s s s .5 5/s!s
-6.0 I I
h . l.a~ In.
Uil Joqui~ -4.0dog. %m *a’Oin.lb.
M5.= 0.0
.
.$$ -0.5 4).2 4.1 0 .0.1 .0.2 .0.3
Changefr q Equil.Hcam, in.
f .8.o s s .s s .s s
. *6.0 s s s s .s s
; l4 .0 s s s s s s
s .2.0
&i 0
s s s s s s
t
s s s s s s
l -2.0
~ ~.; : :1: : : :“
NACAM NO- 4H31
TEST RESULTS
TABLE X
STEP HEIGHT =9.0% b
MODEL 339-26
C.G. =
2.33 IN. FWO. OF STEP
4.89 IN. ABOVE B.L. -
SPEED 21.18 FVSEC.
S : STABLE
D q DAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P = SELF -SUSTAINING
uPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
B = INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
NOTES: FIGuRES V/HlcH PRECEDE
THESE LETTERS INDICATE
THE MAGNITuDE OF THE
TRIM SWEEP IN C2EGREES.
FIGURES IN PARENTHESES
INDICATE ACTUAL TRIM
AT WHICH HULL FIRST
MADE CONTACT WITH
WATER.
NACA ARR No. 4H31 STARTS ABOVE WATER
?3TARTS IN WATER SURFACE
(NOMINAL)
h - ‘.10 in.1 3 .au~~.6.6d.’. ..LO,~n.~~. M~.=- 2.50
.
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 .0.2
;
.0.3
~‘ Eiiil
0.s 0.8 0.9
Chnngefrom Equil.He~v8,in. AP.E., lb. ft.
j“+8,0
k +6.0
~. l4.0 !.. ,maS5
~ +2.0 ,, .0,Ss
g ‘o ‘,, e,5 s ‘“”5
t .2.0 s s ““’s7., (.s)
~ 4.0 (.. “s”s
,- ,.. ...g -6 .() s 55
h . ZOa in.
*QU1l J lqui1 . 6.1deg. ~quil =-09?.
.
=“
-0.s -0.2 -0.1 0 .0.1 .0.2 .0.3
“
Changefrm Eq.il.Uenvm,in.
r?
Z .8.0
-..6.0
ug “4.0
~ l2.0
L!
: 0
: :::
5 -c.0
,~.l,. M50=- 1.25
0.3 ‘).6 0.9
E
hP.E.,lb.ft..
. <..,23D 5
., ,,a *,,
L :W. 55’
. ,,
s ‘“ s ;OD,
3.>)5 (>.)3.1D .45i1!~ lg5D;:)!
h . 2.05 in. 3
- 6.5 deg.
M5.=0.0
lquil equi1 ~quil ‘_O.7DiIa.lb.
-0.3
5 -
-0.2! +.1 I @ .3.1 .0.2 .0.3 0.3 0.6 0.91
Clmngef=um Eq.11.Heave,in.
.
AP.E.,lb. ft.
: .8.0
~ +6.0 <.>) ,.i=r—5 s
EJ.4.0 (.,, ,,.5 ‘5
s .2.0 ““5 ‘l”s ““s
g o ,.
~
“s “%’s ‘??OD
-2.0 t,l
.
‘s
,..,s Kg&B
! :
>
.0 r.a) <..) (s 90B 1>.00
.0 m “5 ‘“;:’OB
h . 1.80in. , y .3.3deg. ..~,i~,, M50=+1.25%1 lull . .
.
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 +0.1 .0.2 .0.3
g“
‘ ‘%’”- Ilzll
0.3 0.6 0.9
Chhngefrom Equil.Ho-w, in. a P.E., lb. ft.
j“+8.0
k +6.0,,.,.
C*. cd.Ss%
~“.4.0 c.?-S “s ‘~D
~+2.0 <1.s ‘m””s ;.:D
g o ,. S ‘“ s ;,:05
2-2.0 l s “;;.50;’%
~4.0
. ..
;I.3B 17.08
g -6.0
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TEST RESULTS
TABLE YI
STEP HEIGHT =9.0% b
MOOEL 339 -Z6
C.G.=
2.33 IN.FWD. OF STEP
4.89 IN. ABOVE B.L.
SPEED 23.53 FT/SEC.
S = STABLE
D = OAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P = SELF-SUSTAINING
UPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
a = INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
L. W.= LEAVES WATER
NOTES: FIGURES WHICH PRECEoE
THEsE LETTERS IN OICATE
THE MAGNITUOE OF THE
TRIM SWEEP IN OEGREES.
FIGuRES IN PARENTHESES
INOICATE ACTUAL TRIM
AT wHICH HULL FIRST
MAOE CONTACT WITH
WATER.
—
28 NACA ARR MO. 4H31
Fig. 1
SCHEMATIC SKETCH
OF
APPARATUS FOR LAhlDING TESTS
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Fig. 1
NACA ARR No. 4H31 29
,Fig. 2
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.- Auxiliary devices.
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STEVENS “PRIMARY” UPPER LIMiT COMPARED WITH NACA “UPPER LIMtT INCREASING TRIM” ~
111] 111111111 j s
l STEVENS DATA FOR LIMIT TAKEN AT OSCILLATION OF 2.0° a
MODEL 339-1 [1/30 FULL SIZE)
o NAG A UNPUBLISHED DATA
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u
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Fig. 3
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32 NACA ARR NO. 4H31
BODY PLAN OF PARENT MODEL
339-1
Fig. 4 ~
/
/ 1 II
30 SCALE OF XPB2M-I I
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Station Numbers are Inches Aft of Forepoint on Full Size.
Fig. q
CHANGE FROM EQUILIBRIUMHEAVE. INS.
~
WITH MODEL [N WATER.AT RELEASE
!0.3 -0.2 -o. I o +0.I +0.2 +0.3
—
—
ARE. WITH MODEL ABOVE
WATER AT RELEASE. LB. FT.
GRAPHICAL RECORDS
TEST XEStiLTs
FOR
MODEL 339-1
0.3 0.6 0.9
II!!!B3! 2P D 3), 2
‘!1 ‘. ‘
z
o
STEP liElGHT=5.O%b
C.G.=233 IN. FWD.‘OF STEP489 IN. ABOVE B.L.
SPEED 21.18 FT./SEC.
5
,,
P
!1
P
M50=-2.50 IN.LR(NOMINAL
FROM TABLEIII
EP
M
P l!!
\
P
\
D
Il!!l
S= STABLE
D=DAMPED UPPER
LIMIT PORPOISE
P= SELF-SUSTAINING
UPPER LIMIT PORPOISE
B= INCIPIENT LOWER
LIMIT PORPOISE
o
Fig. 5 GRAPHICAL RECORDS FOR BOX INOICATEO IN TABLE ~
U1 w
SELECTED RECORDS ILLUST RATING
THE FOUR TYPES OF MOTION FOUND THROUGHOUT TESTS s
\
\
II\\L,.,.
M,. 80 INOLB<
(NOMINAL)—
L
AP. .=0. LB.
—
-.
—
)
—
T,
\
k\\\-.
‘GR’PF-
DJ-6P. .=0.3LB.FT.
—
-----
—
3
—
AP. .
DJ-
=06 LB.T.
\
Ill\\\LM5.i- 1.25IN. ‘B.
(NOMINAL )--%--
b P.E, = O. LB.FT.
111
I
STEP HEIGHT : 1°/ob
SPEED : 21.18 f.p. s.
STABLE
\
K\\\M5* = O IN. LB.(NOMINAL)
A P.
u
. = 0.6LB. T.
DAMPED
UPPER LIMIT PORPCIISING
\
&\\\-.
Ms..-L~5jN.~
(NOMINAL)~
Ill
A P. . = 0.6 LB.FT.
\
WA P. .= O. LB.FT. o
,5 10 5
fiIM,OEG.
\
#
\
\
\
-.
Ms.G-I.251N.B.
(NOMINAL) %--
A P.E.-= 0.6 L8,FT.
w
,5 10 5
~RIM,DEG,
\
\
N\\
-+
M5.i-2.~lML :
(NOMINAL)
uJ-AP. .=O. LB. Ft.
\’
1\
M80SOIN
(NONINJ
AR E.*O.
L
\ \
\ \
\ \
\ \SELF SUSTAINING \
\ UPPER LIMIT PORP\
\- .
-. POINT OF RELEASE
~
AFTERBODY CONTACT
M6e l-2.501 N. LB.
(NOMINAL) EQUILIBRIUM POINT
/
A P.E. = 0.6 LB.FT.
FOREEODY GONTACT
lJJ-
\ \
\
l
/ M\h INCIPIENT-f\ LOWER LIMIT PORPOISING ,\L L-M5~ = O IN.LB.OWMINAL) Ms..O jRLB.(NOMINAL)
w
API..=0.6 LB. T.
M ~. .- 2C5(31NJ
(NOMINALI -
L
A P. . = 0.9 LO.
,5 10 {
TRlh DEG.
\
4\’ \’, \ L -.OIN.LS.(NOMINAL)
DJ-AP. .=0.9LB. T.
,5 10
@&Go
3
z
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I
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COMPARISON OF STEVENS. ’’SECONDARY” UPPER LIMIT
m
WITH
NACA “UPPER LiMIT, Decreasing TRIM”
I T-HIll
+ STEVENS
o NACA
— 10
UPPER LIMIT, INCREASING TRIM
\ SAME AS ON PA9E 23
—8
o \
— \ \
‘O; “r !’”’eT’> :
0
=
-
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Fig. 7
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EFFECTS OF CHANGE OF STEP HEKIIIT
f
; ON SECONDARY UPPER LIMiTS
,,
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Fig. 9
BAR CHART FOR THE THREE MODELS
SHOWING RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF
THE FOUR TYPES OF MOTION
(STARTS IN AND ABOVE THE WATER SURFACE)
(SPEED 21.1S FT./SE&l
2.331NsFWD,0F STEP
C.G. *qag INS. AEOVE E.L.
STABLE
DAMPED UPPER LIMIT FORPOISING
SELF-SUSTAINING UPPER LIMIT PORPOISIN2
INCIPIENT LOWER, LIMIT PORPOISINO
6.7 7.1 7.4 76
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:6 7“17:4 16
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Fig. !3
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